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Abstract MD simulations of five proteins in which helical
chains are held together by hydrophobic packing were car-
ried out to investigate the effect of hydrophobic force on
simulated structures of these protein complexes in implicit
generalized Born (GB) model. The simulation study
employed three different methods to treat hydrophobic ef-
fect: the standard GB method that does not include explicit
hydrophobic force, the LCPO method that includes explicit
hydrophobic force based directly on solvent accessible sur-
face area (SASA), and a proposed packing enforced GB
(PEGB) method that includes explicit hydrophobic force
based on the radius of gyration of the protein complex.
Our simulation study showed that all five protein complexes
were unpacked in the standard GB simulation (without
explicit hydrophobic force). In the LCPO method, three of
the five protein systems remained well packed during the

simulation, indicating the need for an explicit hydrophobic
force in GB model for these packed protein systems.
However, two of the five systems were still unpacked during
LCPO simulation. For comparison, all five protein systems
remain well packed in simulation using the new PEGB
method. Analysis shows that the failure of the LCPO meth-
od in two cases is related to the way that SASA changes
during the unpacking process for these two systems. These
examples showed that standard GB method without explicit
hydrophobic force is not suitable for MD simulation of
protein systems involving hydrophobic packing. A similar
problem remains but to a much lesser extent in the
LCPO method for some packed protein systems. The
proposed PEGB method seems quite promising for MD
simulation of large, multi-domain packed proteins in
implicit solvent model.

Keywords GBmodel . Hydrophobic force . Packed
proteins . Radius of gyration . Solvent accessible surface area

Introduction

The hydrophobic effect and hydrogen bonding are two main
driving forces that stabilize proteins in solution [1–14]. The
hydrophobic effect is the observed tendency of nonpolar
groups of proteins or substances to aggregate in aqueous
solution and exclude water molecules [7, 15]. Hydrophobic
effect is neither due to a specific attractive physical force
between nonpolar molecules nor a repulsive physical force
between such molecules and water. It is mainly an entropy-
driven free energy effect originating from the disruption of
dynamic hydrogen bonds by the nonpolar solute, which
causes reduced mobility of water molecules in the solvation
shell of the non-polar solute [16]. The hydrophobic interac-
tion is a major factor that drives the folding of globular
protein with hydrophobic cores by the aggregation or cluster
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of nonpolar amino acids including alanine, valine, leucine,
isoleucine, phenylalanine, proline, tryptophan and methio-
nine [7, 17–21]. Many self-assembly processes are also
driven by the hydrophobic interaction, such as micelle for-
mation, vesicles and bilayers [22]. For example, hydropho-
bic interaction is used to account for why water and oil do
not mix, understand the structure of proteins that have
hydrophobic amino acids clustered together, and why
biomembranes hold together. Thus, in order to properly
describe the structure and dynamics of proteins, especially
those systems with hydrophobic packing or aggregation, it
is critical to properly include hydrophobic interaction effec-
tively in molecular dynamics simulation.

In molecular dynamics (MD) simulation with explicit wa-
ter molecules, such hydrophobic effect is explicitly included.
However, explicit water MD simulation is expensive, espe-
cially for large protein systems and for long simulation time.
Implicit water MD simulation method such as generalized
Born (GB) model provides an efficient means for such simu-
lation studies. Because water molecules are not explicitly
present in GB model, MD simulation is much faster and
therefore can explore much longer time dynamics behavior
of the protein systems than explicit water MD simulation
could reach. Thus, implicit water MD simulation is a desired
tool for studying large protein systems and longer time dy-
namics behavior. In the current implementation of the GB
model such as in AMBER, the hydrophobic effect is taken
into account by a free energy term determined by the solvent
accessible surface area (SASA). However, the effect of this
hydrophobic energy is not reflected in MD simulation, i.e.,
there is no effective hydrophobic force that drives the dynam-
ics of the proteins. Because the hydrophobic interaction ener-
gy is not an explicit function of atomic coordinate, it is not
clear how to include it explicitly in implicit water MD simu-
lation. This issue has been discussed by some researchers [23,
24]. As a result, MD trajectory in the current implementation
of the GB model in the widely used AMBER program does
not contain hydrophobic effect, which could be a serious
problem for simulating certain protein systems as will be
shown in this study. However, there is an implementation of
hydrophobic force in the AMBER package using the LCPO
method that calculates the SASA approximately [25]. In this
method, the solvent accessible surface areas (SASAs) and the
first and second derivative of it are with respect to atomic
coordinates, so the hydrophobic force can be estimated by the
derivative of SASA.

In this work, we propose a form of explicit hydrophobic
force for MD simulation of protein systems in the GB model.
This explicit hydrophobic force is based on the correlation
between SASA and radius of gyration (Rg) in globular protein.
Since the nonpolar solvation free energy is proportional to
SASA which can also be expressed as a function of Rg, the
derivative of this energy with respect to Rg can be used as an

effective hydrophobic force. The present work is focused on
studying the dynamical stability of five protein systems in
which helix chains are held together by close packing. The
five specific systems that we studied here are from Protein
Data Bank: 1ZIK, 1COS, 2IPZ, 1CE9, 3KIK. These are multi-
chain proteins that are held together by hydrophobic packing.
Specifically, we performed three types of comparative MD
simulations for these five proteins using the GB model. The
first type of simulation employs the straightforward GBmeth-
od (denoted gbsa=0) which does not include the hydrophobic
force in AMBER, while the second and third type of simula-
tion add explicitly the hydrophobic force. In the second type
of simulation uses the LCPO method (denoted gbsa=1) in
AMBER, and the third type of simulation uses the packing
enforced GB (PEGB)method in which a specific hydrophobic
force is added in MD using the method described in the
Methods section of this paper. Our study shows clearly that
the standard GB simulation unfolds the protein systems within
a short simulation time. Although using the LCPO method
three protein systems are stable, two other proteins still unfold
in MD simulation. In contrast, the PEGB simulation correctly
preserves the stable protein structures, demonstrating the crit-
ical importance of hydrophobic effect in maintaining the
folded structure of these multi-chain, packed protein systems.

Methods

In the GB model, the nonpolar contribution to the solvation
free energy in AMBER is approximated by the formula

Gnp ¼ gSASAþ b; ð1Þ

where SASA is the solvent accessible surface area, γ is
the surface tension parameter and β is the offset. This
energy term represents the hydrophobic energy in the GB
model. Since in the implicit model, there is no explicit water
molecules present in the system to exert an effective hydro-
phobic force on the protein in MD simulation, it is not clear
how to implement this hydrophobic interaction in MD tra-
jectory of GB model. In fact in the current implementation
of standard GB model in AMBER package, this hydropho-
bic interaction is simply ignored in MD simulation, and
Eq. 1 is only used when solvation energy calculation is
needed. Thus current MD trajectory that determines the
structure of the protein system is not affected by this hydro-
phobic interaction. As a result, there is actually no “hydro-
phobic force” in MD simulation using standard GB model.
This lack of hydrophobic effect presents a serious problem
for simulating systems with hydrophobic packings. As will
be shown in the following study, the protein systems could
rapidly unfold in MD simulation using the present standard
GB model.
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In order to overcome this “hydrophobic catastrophe” in
current MD simulation using the GB method, we introduce
an effective hydrophobic force which is consistent with the
hydrophobic free energy defined in the GB model (Eq. 1). In
a globular protein, SASA is approximately proportional to
the square of the radius of gyration (Rg). Therefore, we can
define a relation

gSASAþ b ¼ Gnp ¼ CR2
g; ð2Þ

where the coefficient C is easily determined from the calcu-
lated SASA and Rg. If we assume that C is a slowly varying
function of Rg, then we can approximately evaluate an
effective hydrophobic force acting on atom i by the relation

Fnp ¼ � @Gnp

@ri
¼ �C

@R2
g

@ri
¼ �2C

mi ri � R0ð Þ
P

i mi
; ð3Þ

where the definition for the radius of the gyration

Rg ¼ mi ri � R0ð Þ2
P

i mi
; ð4Þ

was used, and R0 is the center of mass of the protein system.
By adding the force Fnp on every atom, one effectively
includes a hydrophobic force in MD simulation of GB
method. In actual implementation, the force Fnp is calculat-
ed at every MD step. We call this method “packing-enforced
GB” or PEGB method.

Results and discussion

MD simulation

The native structures of five proteins (1ZIK, 1COS, 2IPZ,
1CE9, 3KIK) from Protein Data Bank (PDB) are taken as
the starting structures. These five protein systems have
something in common, i.e., they are comprised of more than
one helices packed by hydrophobic interaction, ranging
from two-stranded helices to eight-stranded tetramer. In
our study, three MD simulations, one with the standard
GB model, one with the LCPO method and the other with
PEGB method described in the previous section, are carried
out for each of the five systems. The AMBER03 force field
[26] is employed in the MD simulation. After an initial
energy minimization, the protein system is heated to
300 K, followed by MD simulation with a time step of
2 fs. SHAKE algorithm [27] is used to fix all chemical
bonds involving hydrogen atoms and the salt concentration
is set to 0.2 M. The Langevin dynamics [28] with a collision
frequency of 1.0 ps−1 is applied to regulate the temperature.
The dielectric constant of the protein interior and of the
solvent is set, respectively, to 1.0 and 78.5, respectively.

The trajectory is saved every 1 ps and the corresponding
snapshots are stored for further analysis. The GB model
(igb5) of Onufriev, Bashford, and Case [29] is used in MD
simulation. In PEGB method, the hydrophobic force given
by Eq. 3 is updated at every time step.

Packed protein systems

Two, three, and four-stranded helices: 1ZIK, 1COS,
and 2IPZ

The above three packed proteins systems are briefly described
first. 1ZIK is a two-stranded, parallel coiled-coil leucine zip-
per core of the yeast transcriptional activator protein GCN4
[30, 31]. A single leucine zipper consists of multiple leucine
residues at approximately 7-residue intervals and the helices
are held together by hydrophobic interactions between leucine
residues located on one side of each helix like a zipper [32].
1COS, designed by Lovejoy et al., [33] is a triple-stranded
coiled coil formed by three α-helices, which are largely sta-
bilized through hydrophobic interactions between leucine side
chains. Lovejoy et al. believed that the hydrophobic interac-
tion is a dominant factor in the stabilization of coiled coils
[33]. 2IPZ is a four-stranded, parallel coiled coil in GCN4
leucine zipper [34].

In the present work, MD simulations were carried out for
150 ns/500 ns/500 ns, 150 ns/200 ns/200 ns and
100 ns/100 ns/100 ns using, respectively, GB, LCPO and
PEGB methods for the three protein systems. The dynamics
simulation showed that the 1ZIK, 1COS and 2IPZ systems
quickly unpack in the standard GB simulation and these
helical chains begin to separate at around 100 ns, 0.7 ns
and 1.5 ns, respectively, obviously due to the lack of hydro-
phobic force as shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. However, by
adding the hydrophobic force using either the LCPO and
PEGB methods in MD simulation, these helical chains
remain packed. Figures 1, 2, and 3 plots the comparison
between the native structure and final structures of 1ZIK,
1COS and 2IPZ resulting from MD simulation using, re-
spectively, the standard GB, LCPO and PEGB methods. In
the standard GB simulation, those helical chains are
completely separated as shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. The 3-
strand 1COS separated into a 2-strand helices and a single
strand helix (Fig. 2a) while the 4-strand 2IPZ separated into
a 3-strand helix bundle and a single strand helix (Fig. 3a). In
contrast, those helical chains remained compact in LCPO
and PEGB simulations with the explicit hydrophobic force
during the entire simulation time. The RMSD of backbone
atom of 1ZIK, 1COS, 2IPZ as a function of the simulation
time up to a total of 500 ns, 200 ns and 100 ns, respectively,
are shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3.

For 1ZIK system, the two trajectories generated by using
LCPO and PEGB methods do not show much difference,
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they fluctuated with a RMSD of about 3.0 Å as shown in
Fig. 1b–c. This confirms that the system remains compact
throughout the simulation time by adding the hydrophobic
force. For comparison, the RMSD in the standard GB sim-
ulation also fluctuated around 3.0 Å in the initial 100 ns and
then it underwent a rapid rise to about 125 Å at 140 ns
(Fig. 1a), indicating that the two chains have separated due
to the lack of hydrophobic force in standard GB model. This
hydrophobic catastrophe is more severe for 1COS system as
shown in Fig. 2a. For example, the RMSD quickly rises
from an initial value of about 2.0 Å all the way to around
170 Å after just 120 ns, indicating widely separated helices.
For comparison, the RMSDs from LCPO and PEGB simu-
lations remain compact throughout the entire MD simula-
tion time of 200 ns (Fig. 2b–c). Similar to the three-stranded
1COS, 2IPZ quickly unpacks within a few ns of standard
GB simulation as shown in Fig. 3a. The RMSD from

standard GB simulation increased to 68 Å demonstrating
clearly that the packed four-strand helix bundles were well
separated apart. However, 2IPZ remains well packed
throughout MD simulation using both LCPO and PEGB
method and the dynamic structures of the proteins are in
close agreement with the corresponding native structure.
The RMSDs are generally fluctuated near 4.0 Å and 5.0 Å
over the entire simulation time of 100 ns respectively
(Fig. 3b–c).

Solvent accessible surface area (SASA), which represents
the hydrophobic energy and characterizes the compactness
of the protein system, is often used as an analysis tool by
structural biologists [35]. The concept of SASA defined by a
probe rolling over the protein surface was first introduced by
Lee and Richards [36] as a way of quantifying hydrophobic
burial. The hydrophobic effect can cause nonpolar amino
acids to aggregate together in the protein interior, whereas
the polar amino acids tend to maximize the contacts with the
outer solvent molecules when chains undergo dimerization,
trimerization, tetramerization and et al. So the stability of
protein structure is related to the burial of the nonpolar
amino acids and can be measured by the loss of SASA of
the protein [37]. Here, the SASA is calculated using the
LCPO algorithm [25] by the “cpptraj” module in the
AMBER package. The computed SASAs from the LCPO
and PEGB simulation remain stable for 1ZIK system, indi-
cating that the compactness of the protein system is
maintained throughout MD simulation. In contrast, the
SASA in the standard GB simulation is much larger than
the corresponding trajectories of LCPO and PEGB, and
starts to rise quickly at near 100 ns, indicating that the two
helices begin to separate quickly (see Fig. S1(A1-A3) in the
Supporting Information). The above result shows that the
packed helical chains start to depart from each other quickly
at around 100 ns in the standard GB simulation, but remain
compact throughout the LCPO and PEGB simulation. ThoseFig. 2 The same as Fig. 1 but for 1COS

Fig. 3 The same as Fig. 1 but for 2IPZFig. 1 The native structure of two-stranded helical system 1ZIK
(shown in cyan) with the hydrophobic amino acids (shown in red). a
RMSD of the backbone atoms as a function of simulation time and the
simulated final structure using the standard GB method (without ex-
plicit hydrophobic force). b The same as (a) but using the LCPO
method. c The same as (a) but using the PEGB method
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results of SASA for 1COS and 2IPZ are consistent with the
two-strand 1ZIK system, showing the critical effect of hy-
drophobic force needed to stabilize the packing of this
system. It is interesting to note that the computed SASA is
slightly larger in simulation using PEGB method than using
LCPO method for these three systems (see Fig. S1(A1-C3)
in Supporting information for more details).

Four-stranded helices 1CE9

1) Standard GB result
1CE9 is another four-stranded, parallel coiled coil in

GCN4 leucine zipper [38]. MD was carried out up to
40 ns using GB, LCPO and PEGB simulations. Similar
to the previous three systems, the systems quickly un-
packs in 2 ns during standard GB simulation as shown
in Fig. 4a. The 4-strand 1CE9 separated into two 2-
strand helices and the RMSD from standard GB simu-
lation increased to 96 Å demonstrating clearly that the
packed four-strand helix bundles are well separated
apart duo to lack the hydrophobic force.

2) LCPO result
However, when adding the hydrophobic force using

the LCPO method, starting from the native structure, the
backbone RMSD of 1CE9 increased quickly to even
18 Å. Analyzing the MD trajectory finds that those
helical chains still quickly unpack to two 2-strand heli-
ces and the beginning apart time are at around 0.5 ns
which is earlier than in the standard GB simulation, as
shown in Fig. 4b. It is known that the unpacking of the
structure generally increases the SASA value. However,
as seen from Fig. 6a, although the complex structure is
separated, the SASA of this protein had been decreasing
during the simulation. Further analysis finds that these
separated 2-stranded monomers are over-packed in
LCPO simulation. We know that adding hydrophobic
force should help reduce the SASA value. This means

that adding the hydrophobic force by LCPO method
actually accelerated the unpacking of this protein.

3) PEGB result
On the contrary, 1CE9 remains well packed throughout

MD simulation using the PEGB method (Fig. 4c) and the
dynamic structure of the proteins are in close agreement
with the corresponding native structures. Although in the
beginning of simulation, the RMSD ascends to about
8.0 Å, the hydrophobic force puts the helical chains back
very quickly and the RMSD were generally around 5.0 Å
over the entire 40 ns simulation. It can be seen that the
value of SASA using LCPOmethod is the smallest among
these three models and the value of SASA using GB
model is the largest (see Fig. S1(D1-D3) in Supporting
information). Because the hydrophobic force is obtained
by the derivative of the cavitation energy in terms of
radius of gyration (Rg) in the PEGB method, it is neces-
sary to analyze the variation of Rg along the MD trajecto-
ry. As shown in Fig. 7a, the general trend is a reduction in
Rg due to the effect of hydrophobic force until the protein
gets to a stable state which is a reasonable result.

Eight-stranded tetramer 3KIK

1) Standard GB result
3KIK is a tetramer and each monomer is comprised

of a 2-stranded helix, with a total of eight helical chains
bundled together. The stability of the structure is
achieved by hydrophobic interactions between the heli-
ces [39]. Similarly, starting from the native structure,
those helical chains begin to separate at 0.3 ns in stan-
dard GB simulation and the tetramer finally separated
into two monomers and a dimer. The corresponding
RMSD of the complex increased quickly to about
80 Å as shown in Fig. 5a.

2) LCPO result
MD simulation was carried out for 40 ns using LCPO

method for 3KIK protein. The unpacking of this protein is

Fig. 4 The same as Fig. 1 but for 1CE9 Fig. 5 The same as Fig. 1 but for 3KIK
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slower than in the standard GB simulation as shown in
Fig. 5b. The tetramer separated into a trimer and a mono-
mer and the RMSD quickly rose to about 50 Å in the
simulation. The computed SASA shows a rapid rise ini-
tially and then decreases as a function of simulation time
as shown Fig. 6b. This initial rise of SASA delayed the
unpacking of the system due to the hydrophobic force in
LCPO simulation. This explained why the unpacking of
the system is slower in LCPO than in standard GB sim-
ulations. However, the LCPO method still cannot main-
tain the packed structure of 3KIK during the simulation,
the trimer shrinked and significantly decreased SASA
while the monomer shows no structural change.

3) PEGB result
The dynamic RMSD in 40 ns PEGB simulation and

the final structure are shown in Fig. 5c, the protein
remains compact with the value of RMSD generally
around 7.5 Å. And the computed SASAs based on the
simulation using LCPO and PEGB model are obviously
smaller than using GB model. The value of SASA is
slightly smaller using PEGB model than using LCPO
method (Fig. S1(E1-E3)). Last, we also investigate the
Rg which is shown in Fig. 7b. The Rg gradually declines
and it moves toward a stable state which is similar to
that found in 1CE9 system. Those results demonstrated
the critical effect of hydrophobic interaction that helps
keep the system packed in solvent.

Conclusions

In this work, we presented a theoretical method (PEGB) to
include an explicit hydrophobic force for MD simulation of

packed protein systems in implicit water GB model. The
method is based on a correlated relationship between SASA
and the radius of gyration of the packed protein systems. The
method has been applied to study the stability of five protein
systems, representing, respectively, 2-stranded, 3-stranded, 4-
stranded and 8-stranded helix bundles. These five protein
systems are all packed together due to hydrophobic interac-
tion. Our study shows that these packed protein systems begin
to unfold or de-pack at 100 ns, 0.7 ns, 1.5 ns, 2 ns, 0.3 ns,
respectively, in standard GB simulation without enforcement
of hydrophobic force. In the AMBER package using the
LCPO method can include explicit hydrophobic force based
directly on solvent accessible surface area (SASA), while our
study found that three of the five protein systems remained
well packed during the simulation, and two other systems
were still unpacked during LCPO simulation. In contrast, with
the addition of an explicit hydrophobic force based on the
radius of gyration of the protein complex in the packing
enforced GB (PEGB) method, these protein systems remain
compact throughout simulation time limit of up to 500 ns.

In the LCPO method, if the unpacking of the structure
decreases the SASA value, the adding of the hydrophobic
force will accelerate the unpacking, and we also find subunit
shrinks after the unpacking of the protein. While, in the
PEGB method, the hydrophobic force is determined by the
Rg of the protein. When the Rg becomes larger with the
protein unpacking, the hydrophobic force will draw the
submit back and maintains the whole structure. No matter
how the SASA changes, the hydrophobic force can con-
strain the protein in a reasonable position and prevent the
protein unpacking in PEGB method. It can be noted that the
computed Rg is smaller than that of native structure, the
rationality of structure will be studied in the future.

Fig. 6 The calculated solvent accessible surface area (SASA) as a
function of MD simulation time using the LCPO method for 1CE9 (a)
and 3KIK (b), respectively

Fig. 7 The radius of gyration (Rg) of the whole protein as a function of
MD simulation time using the PEGB models for 1CE9 (a) and 3KIK
(b), respectively
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The PEGB model is intended to be an efficient compu-
tational tool for dynamics study of large and/or complex
protein systems with hydrophobic packing for which long
time explicit water MD simulation is very expensive or too
expensive to perform. It is envisioned to apply to large and
more complex proteins systems in which hydrophobic pack-
ing interactions are important, such as the formation of lipid
bilayers and micelles, insertion of membrane proteins into
the nonpolar lipid environment.

To further support the conclusion of this work, two
additional MD runs were carried out for the 1CE9 system.
One is MD simulation of 1CE9 in explicit water (TIP3P)
and the other is a separate trajectory simulation using PEGB
method. The result from both simulation runs prove that the
system is stable as shown in Figs. S3 and S4 in the
Supporting information.
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